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Italian experience
marvelous
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Your fairytale
awaits
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Italian Allegria

Events tailored
to you
There’s nothing more inspiring than
a memory that lasts forever. We give
you the opportunity to experience
something no one else has by
redefining the meaning of luxury
and exclusivity, combined with a
style par excellence – Italianness.
Whether it’s a dinner party for you
and your guests with a Michelinstarred chef or the home-cooked
meal of an “Italian nonna,” a
romantic escape in the Dolomites
or a big party in a cliffside villa on
the Amalfi Coast, our goal is to hear
you say “I loved it!”

Italian Allegria knows how to
explore the wonders of Italy – both
the well-known locations and the
hidden gems – and transform
them into moments that will last a
lifetime.
For more than 18 years, Italian
Allegria has been a trustworthy,
discreet, and committed partner
in those special moments, from
proposals and weddings to family
reunions and important business
events.
There’s no occasion too big or
too small for us to transform into
something special and personal.
Make your Italian experience
marvelous.
Cristina Rocco
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Our Way
Loving Italy
Exclusive experiences
Uncompromising professionalism
Ultimate attention to detail
Maximum privacy
International mindset
Exceptional organizational skills
Personalization and uniqueness
Reliable availability
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Chapter One

Love

The party

The wedding
The proposal

Toscana
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Chapter One: Love

Where every
detail sings
with romance
With its history, tradition, magical landscapes, and secret gems, Italy is
the most marvelous setting for celebrating love. We want to make you the
center of your own fairytale, one that you will remember forever.

Proposal
We give you outstanding ideas for that special moment when
you pop the question. Surprise and astonish with a seaside
cliff proposal or an intimate dinner for two with a private
chef accompanied by a stunning sunset.

Wedding
From the most glamorous locations to Italy’s best-kept
secrets, the details will be as unique as the happy couple.
And after the “I dos,” celebrate in a truly festive and
fabulous Italian setting.

Anniversary
Renew your vows in a special way. Take time for yourselves,
and escape to a romantic corner of Italy or throw a lavish party
for all your loved-ones.
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The happy hour
The party

The reunion

Chapter Two

Celebration
The meeting

Liguria
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Chapter Two: Celebration

Be the center
of an unforgettable
celebration
With its quality locations, hidden gems, and uncompromising hospitality,
Italy has all the necessary ingredients for a perfect celebration with
those you cherish. Family reunions, graduation parties, or celebrating life
milestones with friends, we will find the perfect venue for you.

The mood
Of all the parties you have been to, how many have
genuinely moved you, captivated you, and given you those
truly lasting memories? Let your imagination fly! With
Italian Allegria, every detail is well thought-out, curated,
and planned in order to create the perfect event.

The ingredients
Whether you’re looking for a party with a lively atmosphere
or a casual, romantic ambiance, what matters is that
every detail features that unique italianness: unexpected
settings, uncompromised hospitality, music, and captivating
entertainment.

The party
From the invitation to the thank-yous, from the transportation
to the accommodation, every Italian Allegria party is a journey
full of pure joy. Let yourself dance and recharge.
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The Michelin star

Chapter Three

Taste
The Italian
nonna
The wine bar

The Trattoria

Emilia Romagna
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Chapter Three: Taste

Food and wine:
the pleasures
of authentic Italy
Italian Allegria combines the best features of unique products
and Italian culinary traditions. Through private show cooking
and local food and wine tours, we open your eyes to new flavors.

Michelin star or grandma’s kitchen?
Italy’s gastronomic identity is found here: both in the fine
dining of Michelin-starred restaurants and in the kitchen of
an Italian “nonna” and her handmade pasta. Lose yourself in
the satisfaction of exploration, and we’ll take care of the rest.

Italy at home
Bring Italy home to you wherever you live. An intimate dinner
with a private chef or an event where cuisine and ingredients
are the main attraction: both will satisfy every desire.

Learn the art of cooking
Discover the secrets that have made Italian cuisine and its
wines famous around the world. From your home or within
Bella Italia, our chefs and sommeliers will guide you through
the techniques of cooking and wine tasting. Whether it’s for a
children’s party or one for the adults, everyone will enjoy the
tastes and traditions of one of Italy’s greatest treasures.
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Chapter Four

Business
The event

The deal

The arrival
Lombardia
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Chapter Four: Business

Change the setting
of your biggest
decisions
Venture out of the boring meeting rooms, and surprise your business
partners with a marvelous venue that will inspire stakeholders and boost
your business dealings.

Private meetings
Conduct your confidential meetings at impressive and discreet
locations. Let Italian Allegria take care of every detail,
ensuring ultimate privacy and leaving you to focus on strategy.

Corporate events
Give your business proposals added value by choosing a
spectacular setting that will enhance your presentation,
allowing you to close the deal.

Business Trips
Take partners and stakeholders to wonderful places
and host unforgettable events. Whether it’s for a product
presentation, corporate celebration or milestone,
or employee event, Italy is the perfect place to get everyone
together.
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Chapter Five

Escape
You

Alto Adige
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Chapter Five: Escape

Discover
the remote side
of beauty
Get off the beaten path and find the breathtaking landscapes, little hillside
villages, and secret corners of the cities of history and art. For a weekend or an
indefinite period of time, let us take you, alone or with friends, to the remote
and lesser-known destinations that will make your trip an escape like none
other. Time is not relevant: the memories will last forever.

Suggestions you’d never expect
Lose yourself in culture and traditions. We will combine a
magnificent display of architecture, landscapes, and flavors
that will captivate you and stay with you forever.

Your own travel ideas
Whether you’re in search of uninhibited fun or a cultural
journey through iconic historical sites, a solo excursion or a
countryside tour, we’ll suggest the perfect path for your trip.

Be moved
From the moment of departure until your return home, every
detail will be thought-out and personalized. All you have to do
is lose yourself in the journey.
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Chapter Six

Dolcevita

The preview
The shopping

The red carpet

Veneto
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Chapter Six: Dolcevita

In Italy,
dreams
come true
Let our lifestyle experts guide you through the best of Italy. Don’t limit
your fantasies: shopping, culture, concierge services. We’ll transform your
vision into reality.

Shopping
Our discreet, professional, and engaging personal shoppers
will help you realize your big ideas, from tailored suits to
rare wines, the biggest names in fashion and design to style
consultation.

Italian culture
Let our expert guides introduce you to the treasures of Italy.
Choose a guided journey through the region and its gems,
and you’ll be accompanied by someone who knows how to
transform every moment into unparalleled adventure.

Concierge
We will provide assistance in finding and organizing unique
experiences, as well as provide support at business events.
Our concierges know how to accommodate your every need.
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Make your Italian experience
marvelous

Info & Contacts
Aabachstrasse 10
6300 Zug, Switzerland
+41 767348839
ciao@italianallegria.com
www.italianallegria.com
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